
Saturday, May 5, 2012

Silent Auction begins at 3:00pm

Fashion Show begins at 4:00pm

Montgomery County Community College

Conference Space at College Hall

340 DeKalb Pike, Blue Bell, PA 19422

To purchase tickets: www.montcolyme.org

For information: 888-661-LYME (5963) or info@montcolyme.org

Sponsor: Jefferson-Myrna Brind Center of Integrative Medicine

MontCoLyme is a 501(c)(3) Organization

FEATURED DESIGNERS
NAHM by Alexandria Hilfiger 

and Nary Manivong
Nicole Rae Styer • Rupalee

El Quetzal • Banana Republic
Old Navy • Insect Shield

Representative 
Kate Harper

Emceed by
ABC/Channel 6’s
Niki Hawkins

Senator 
Stewart Greenleaf

John Robert
Powers Agency

DJ: Cyndy Drue
102.9 WMGK



Since 2008, MontCoLyme has been a valued resource to communities, schools, and

medical professionals in Montgomery and surrounding counties, entirely staffed by

volunteers. Come help MontCoLyme continue this life-changing work.

PA is already #1 in Lyme cases, and this year Dr. Richard Ostfeld (Cary Institute of

Ecosystem Studies) predicts a major surge in Lyme disease, warning that the

northeast in particular should prepare for this expected increase. Early recognition

and treatment are vital. Lyme often goes unrecognized then misdiagnosed as

fibromyalgia, chronic fatigue, neurocognitive/psychiatric disorders, especially in

youth and children (ADD/ADHD, behavioral disorders, learning disorders, dyslexia,

PDD/ASD, depression, anxiety, phobias, etc.), as well as Parkinson’s, ALS, Multiple

Sclerosis, Rheumatoid Arthritis, Lupus, and other autoimmune disorders. Come protect

yourself and your loved ones; build your awareness and knowledge - be prepared!

This year, Lyme Light is being emceed by Niki Hawkins of Channel 6/ABC. Senator

Stewart Greenleaf and Representative Kate Harper will also both speak. Alexandria

Hilfiger, one of the generous fashion designers, has suffered from Lyme disease and is

now supporting critical research through the non-profit Time for Lyme. This event is

an important educational event for the general public, and an inspiring, uplifting

event for those currently challenged by these diseases. Come experience the

hope-filled stories of youth and children affected by Tick-Borne diseases:

“I expected to enjoy the fashions; what I did not expect was to be sitting in a room full

of people who I had so much in common with. After literally 25 doctor visits, 4 schools

in 4 years, multiple diagnoses (autism, OCD, anxiety, sensory integration issues....you

get the picture) for my son and daughter (thyroid disease, high cholesterol, sensory

issues, vision issues), both were diagnosed with Lyme and 2 co-infections. I have felt

alone as friends and family just don't seem to understand how much stress and

sadness this disease has caused our family. I really liked how you highlighted the

impact this disease is having on our youth. Both of my children have not been able to

have “normal, happy” childhoods. How positive it was for me to see some of the kids

affected by Lyme strutting happily down the cat walk yesterday. It gave me joy and

hope. Thank you for the work you are doing to raise awareness.”

– Attendee of 2011 Lyme Light Fashion Show

Come support MontCoLyme and continue 
our award-winning educational work!

See www.montcolyme.org for informational resources, 
and slideshow from last year’s event.


